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XL Rule 412. Ad0Sibi ity of Victi' s Sexual Behavior- or Alleaed

Sal Eredisp in

1 (a) i_.eerally inadmissible. Evidence of the

2 following types is not admissible in any civil or criminal

3 proceeding involving alleged sexual misconduct except as provided

4 in subdivisions (b) and (c):

5 (1) evidence that, or offered to prove that, any

6 alleged victim engaged in other sexual behavior; and

C 7 (2) evidence of, or offered to prove, any alleged

8 victim's sexual predisposition.

L 9 (b) Exceptions.

10 (1) In a criminal case, proof of the following

11 types is admissible, if otherwise admissible under these

12 rules:.

13 (A) evidence of specific instances of sexual

r 14 behavior by the alleged victim offered to prove that

15 another person was the source of semen, injury, or

L 16 other physical evidence;

17 (B) evidence of specific instances of sexual

L 18 behavior by the alleged victim with respect to the

L 19 person accused of the sexual misconduct offered to

20 prove consent; and

21 (C) evidence the exclusion of which would violate
L

22 the constitutional rights of the defendant.

L 23 (2) In civil cases, evidence of, or offered to prove,

24 sexual behavior or alleged sexual predisposition of any
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25 alleged victim is admissible if it is otherwise admissible

26 under these rules, and it its probative value substantially K
27 outweighs the danger of harm to any victim and of unfair

28 prejudice to any party. Proof may be made by evidence of

29 reputation or evidence in the form of an opinion only if

30 reputation has been placed in controversy by the alleged

31 victim.

32 (c) Procedure to Detemine Admissibility.

33 A party offering evidence under subdivision (b) of this :

34 rule must make a motion for admission, specifically describing

35 the evidence and stating the purposes for which it is offered.

36 The motion must be served upon the alleged victim and the parties 7
37 and must be filed no later than 14 days before trial unless the

38 court directs an earlier filing or, permits a later filing, L
39 including during trial, for good cause shown. The motion, all

40 related papers, and the record of any hearing must be and remain K
41 under seal unless otherwise ordered by the court. Before

42 admitting such evidence, the court must hold a hearing in camera

43 and afford the alleged victim as well as the parties the right to 7
44 be present and an opportunity to be heard.
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RUL3 412. IDIrsSILir! _EE QYFEMN MOBN p MSWMWM 0 V1CTXZ'8

PAST SIXUIL ZZUAVrOI OR ALLEGED SEUALB P=RZI5POQXI~ON

L 1 (a) Evidence Generally Inadzissible. N9owitbatnarding mny

2 *thee provision of lu, it a erimintl :: in whioh a person is

3 a aacoud of an offense WWd r cliapter lO9A of tillt 8, United

L 4 States CAe1,r'ptatln 7 ct :videnee of _ __ ua_

5 -eha'le -ef an Bush _ff__--__ in *-_t admissible.

fl 6 Evidence of the followinltanes is not admissible in any civil or

7 criminal prcoceedina involving alleaed sexual misconduct except as

a8 rovidedin subdivisions (b) and (a)

9 {(1) epvidence that. or offered to prove that, any alleged

10 victim engaged in other sexual behavior; and

7 11 (21 evidence Of. orl offe-d to prove, ay alleged victim's

12 sexual predisposition.

L 13 (b) Excertions. t any ater peeviain of law-,

14 in a criminal eaoe in whi a poroon i-aseoused an Offenmc

is 15 ider ehaptcr 1 A-4 Af 6t It e p~ United Stte C-ad, evidene of a

16 viatim'rs P&ct aoafum1 1bhlia cther than rep"%&ticn or eopiiii

17 cvidefn iG al9oent6.i , quniear g ou pg eno. other than

7 18 3aut4r t-ior. or ipiia -cv-i. ah" io

19 (1) an Criminate ase. proof of the following tyimes is

L 20 admissible. if othe se admissible under these rules:

21 (l) admitt-i with Dabdivioi-as ( 1fi

K22 (e) (a) Or4 !is ua-siutaplY pi:Lmd to 0o admittedi or

23 ~ (2) mdmitt~ed in ae-Oqrdaimz with Oubdivisa"c (a) an 

L 24 evi deccl of
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25 (A) pa;4 evidence of specific instances of sexual

26 behavior by the alleaed victim with persona Other then

27 the oaoubo, offered toprove by te aI_~cd 4pen the

28 Nuaa r rIhc t ---~net, withK

29 Irepeat Go t& hlIced vittims V_

30 the source of semen, er injuother physical.

31 ev idence: 

32 (B) past evidence of specifixInstances of sexual

33 behavior bv the alleged viti with respect to the

34 eaed Iarson accused of the ua m nduct and is

35 offered ws the acused upon tho iszuei of whether the

36 di _- * *tit wt Ahe V K
37 B yupact te whiwh su~h :ft to W

38 consent; and [V
39 LCoevidence the exclusion of which would violate

40 the constitutional riaht=s gf the defendant.

41 (2) In civil cases. evidence of, or offered to drove, sexual

42 behavior ora Ris exa redisposition of any alleaed victim

43 is admissible if it is otherwise admissible under these

44 and if its Drobative value substantially outweighs the danaer of

45 harm to any victim and of unfair preudice to any Rar-ty. Proof

46 may b2e made by evidence oxe -puation or evidence in the form of

47 An opinion onlY if reputation has been pi.ed in controversy by

48 the alleged victim. [7
49 lei =rocedure to Determine Adinissibility.

50 -t euscd of Coittihg an effe"Se Und[
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L
51. obapter,4-19 of titic we unitcei sotose Gode intends tZ fer

L 52 /jidor uubdivisi 440vGim o spcaifO intaneso of the

53 &I&Owe-l vietim'-l--P~t segue be~jq- the eea shall make a

L 54 writii -moion mr uoWniden. not 1aor ken fifteenday

55 be~fore the date '*Mi-b-t~ tria1-&ft--high auokk evideftem 45 to

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

56 be-offereid ii suhodule&- .z bIegin, amosp; that the sourt may al11w

57 thO metion tob be m*d it ter 4atc, iazluding d"V4%q~ trial, if

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

58 the seurt dstcmiree eithe th&% the £i:. on~y1ujc~

59 raft could net be beenbt~erned earlieh-r-treuef the ewe:ip z of-

L4

60 dtue dilkfemee r tI,4 the ikuc te 4m hih suioh cvdena.e relte~ss

61. has nel arrisepfl -7the 6ase Any metiiam a& tnder ~tbzi

62 paarah sall be--rerved4 c -a411 othcr-er-"tie; anela -nthe afliecd-

63 s

64 (2)_ he motler dee d i!n paragraph (1) shall be

65 teeepanfi~d by c.~'itnifrof proefN ;f the-eaur-tv detemitte

K66 %Mkt the acffr of poeof sentakas evideseo-4esevibed-A

67 subdivision (bi-, -the eautr *a11; order a hearing 4w.-chambers to

L 58 determil% if uuol -id e is adliisia~blog At -O~e&hearming--t1be

69 p.arties Eery c.a11 4t463ess, insiuding the a12.eged vlimt~i, aft1

L70 of ferreixcafk~t e.14deve. Notw watmd~in pubdivisien3 (b) of sl

71 104, 4f-Ote re!car y o the -e.'idince wh4" h-th aeourcd- oeeks te

72 Of fer Aif the tmaiem. deperids -uft tile ft~fi~llment of a-econdition ef

73 f-~atv the 4m~rt, at the hea~ring in ~ohamherg eV tt& Aub nt

74 hearrimg in shambrs seheIe:id Cer such purpose7, shall aee

L 75 wiVdeee ) th ~ Do e whe1~ther omeb as~ftion of factb is

?7 76 fulitlle±Zd and -zh~1 eot-~n 61§6h &G~te.
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77 (_) It t1w t dater%! a basis of the hearing

78 deamrilel km pa A () that the e h t

79 
,eakuto offer "t rtftitd bbath the prebati--c v&4ise

80 evidenec utwigha he iangcr of unfair prejudie, ouosh vidcn 7
83I uh2ll be amiesib-Q- e-ift Qhe trial t" the extent an eordorr made by7

82 the eoszrt speei-f!4c.Kviden~c '4iioh may, be etfev~td aim& &"as, wi"

83 respe to whish th Alleged viatim y be eleaimed or

84 areaas- ea~imiei.

A Rarty oferin evidence-Under subdivision (bA i rule _

86 must makce a motion for admission, s~scifically describinig the

87 evidence and statin4 the purposes for which it is offered. The

88 motion must be seryga up~on the alle~led victims and the parties andL

89 Mst be filed no lAtemAthan 14 days before trial unless t court

90 directs an ea=rlier filing or. permits a-later filing. ingluding 

931 Agring trial. for aood cause shown. The motion, all related

92 pARSK and th record of any hearina must be and remain under 

93 seal. unless oth~erwise or-dared by the court. Before-a-d2ittinc

94 such evidence, the court must hold a hearing in camera anLd affo

95 the alleged victim As well as the parties the right to be present

96 and An opportunity to be heard.

97 (a) ra"-~pupeas et tbhin walej-the term "past smaeul 

98 behavier" meansZ kzulIhavier other thtan the some behviezr

99 witih raepat te which an eoffemse =T.er chapter alOnA ~e-irl do 94, Kj
100 United states -Acdc i -Alleged.
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L COMMITTEE NOTE

I Rule 412 has been revised to diminish some of the confusion

2 engendered by the original rule and to expand the protection

3 afforded alleged victims of sexual misconduct. Rule 412 applies

4 to both civil and criminal proceedings. The rule aims to

L 5 safeguard the alleged victim against the invasion of privacy,

56 potential embarrassient and sexual stereotyping that is

r- 7 associated with public disclosure of intimate sexual details and

a the infusion of sexual innuendo into the factfinding process. By

9 affording victims protection in most instances, the rule also

10 encourages victims of sexual misconduct to institute and to

11 participate in legal proceedings against alleged offenders.

312 Rule 412 seeks to achieve these objectives by barring

13 evidence relating to the alleged victim's sexual behavior or

14 alleged sexual predisposition, whether offered as substantive

15 evidence or for impeachment, except in designated circumstances

16 in which the probative value of the evidence significantly

17 outweighs possible harm to the witness. The rule further

is regulates the form of proof, the inferences that may be drawn,

19 and the procedural protections that apply when evidence is

20 proffered pursuant to the specified exceptions.

21 The revised rule applies in all cases involving sexual

22 misconduct in which there is evidence that someone was a victim,

23 without regard to whether the alleged victim or person accused is

24 a party to the litigation. Rule 412 extends to 'pattern"

L 25 witnesses in both criminal and civil cases whose testimony about
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26 other instances of sexual misconduct by the person accused is

27 relevant and otherwise admissible. When the case does not involve

28 alleged sexual misconduct, evidence relating to a third-party

29 witness' alleged sexual activities is not within the ambit of

30 Rule 412. The witness will, however, be protected by other rules

31 such as Rules 404 and 608, as well as Rule 403.

32 The terminology "alleged victim" is used because there will

33 frequently be a factual dispute as to whether sexual misconduct

34 occurred, and not to connote any requirement that the misconduct

35 be alleged in the pleadings. Rule 412 does not, however, apply

36 unless the person against whom the evidence is offered can LI

37 reasonably be characterized as a "victim of alleged sexual r

38 misconduct." When this is not the case, as for instance in a

39 defamation action involving statements concerning sexual 7
40 misconduct in which the evidence is offered to show that the

41 alleged defamatory statements were true or did not damage the

42 plaintiff's reputation, neither Rule 404 nor this Rule will

43 operate to bar the evidence; Rules 401 and 403 will continue to [
44 control. Rule 412 will, however, apply in a Title VII action in

45 which the plaintiff has alleged sexual harassment.

46 The reference to a person "accused" is also used in a non- L

47 technical sense. There is no regairement that there be a criminal

48 charge pending against the person or even that the misconduct l

49 would constitute aicriminal offense. Evidence offered to prove

50 allegedly false prior claims by the victim can raise troublesome [
51 issues as to whether the prior claim was in fact "false" as

2
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52 compared to "unsubstantiated" or "withdrawn," and whether the

53 circumstances of the earlier charges are probative with regard to
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

54 the present complaint. Because evidence of false claims does not

55 on its face constitute evidence barred by Rule 412, and because

56 the court will often have to determine whether the evidence

57 proves something more than nere propensity in ruling on

L 58 admissibility, the". claims fall more appropriately within the

59 framework of Rule 4104 than Rule 412.

60 Subdivision (a)'. As amended, Rule 412 bars evidence of
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

61 offered to prove the victim's sexual behavior and alleged sexual

: 62 predisposition. Evidence, which might otherwise be admissible

63 under Rules 402, 404(b), 405, 607, 608, 609, or some other

L 4 evidence rule, must be excluded if Rrule 412 so requires. The

L65 word "other" is used to suggest some flexibility in admitting

66 evidence "intrinsic" to the alleged sexual misconduct. =.

L 67 committee Note to 1991 amendment to Rule 404(b).

68 Past sexual behavior connotes all activities that involve

L 69 actual physical conduct, i.e. sexual intercourse and sexual

70 contact, or that imply sexual intercourse or sexual contact. In,

71 e£g., Unite-dStates v. Galloway, 937 P.2d 542 (10th Cir. 1991),

72 cert. denied, 113 d.Ct. 418 (1992) (use of contraceptives

73 inadmissible since use implies sexual activity); 12nited atates v.

74 One Feather, 702 F.2d 736 (8th Cir. 1983) (birth of an

75 illegitimate child inadmissible); State v. Carmichael, 727 P.2d

Ld 76 918, 925 (Kan. 198q) (evidence of venereal disease inadmissible).

K 77 In addition, the word "behavior" should be construed to include

3
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L

78 activities of the mind, such as fantasies or dreams. Se Charles

79 A. Wright & Kennethi A. Graham, Jr., Federal Practice and

80 Procedurer §5384 at p. 548 (1980) ("While there may be some doubt

81 under statutes thati require 'conduct, ' it would seem that the

82 language of Rule 412 is broad enough to encompass the behavior of

83 the mind."). ,

84 The rule has been amended to also exclude all other evidence

85 relating to an alleged victim of sexual misconduct that is

86 offered to prove or to imply a sexual predisposition. This

87 amendment is designed to exclude evidence that does not directly

88 refer to sexual activities or thoughts but that the proponent

89 believes may have a sexUal connotation for the factfinder.

90 Admission of such evidence would contravene Rule 412's objectives

91 of shielding the alleged victim from potential embarrassment and

92 safeguarding the victim against stereotypical thinking. 7
93 Consequently, unless the (b) (2) exception is satisfied, evidence

94 such as that relating to the alleged victim's mode of dress,

95 speech, or life style will not be admissible.

96 The amendment eliminates the confusing introductory phrase,

97 ('"(n)otwithstanding any other provision of law"); the limitation K
98 of the rule to "a criminal case in which a person is accused of

99 an offense under chapter 109A of title 18, United States Code;" 7
100 and the absolute statement that "reputation or opinion evidence

101 of the past sexual behavior of an alleged victim of such offense L
102 is not admissible.", The Committee believes that these r
103 eliminations will promote clarity without reducing unnecessarily

4 7
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Lo 
104 the protection afforded to alleged victims.

105 The introductory phrase in subdivision (a) was deleted

E106 because it lacked clarity and contained no explicit reference to

107 the other provisions of law that were intended to be overridden.

l0o8 The reason for extending the rule to all criminal cases is

109 obvious. If a defendant is charged with kidnapping, and evidence

L 110 is offered, either to prove motive or as background, that the

111 defendant sexually assaulted the victim, the need to protect the

L-112 victim is as great as it would be in a prosecution for sexual

fl113 assault. The strong social policy of protecting a victim's

- 134 privacy and encouraging victims to come forward to report

115 criminal acts is not confined to cases that involve a charge of
Li

116 sexual assault. Although a court might well exclude sexual

L 117 history evidence under Rule 403 in a kidnapping or similar case,

118 the Advisory Committee believes that Rule 412 should be extended

119 so that it explicitly covers all criminal cases in which a claim

"l 120 is made that a person is the victim of sexual misconduct.

K
121* The reason for extending Rule 412 to civil cases is equally

122 obvious. The need to protect alleged victims against invasions

123 of privacy, potential embarrassment, and unwarranted sexual

K 124 stereotyping, and the wish to encourage victims to come forward

E 125 when they have been sexually molested do not disappear because

126 the context has shifted from a criminal prosecution to a claim

1.27 for damages or injunctive relief. There is a strong social policy

128 in not only punishing those who engage in sexual aisrconduct, but

129 in also providing relief to the victim. Thus, Rule 412 applies

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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130 in any civil case in which a person claims to be the-victim of

131 sexual misoonductyt such as actions.for sexual battery or sexual i

132 harassment.

133 The conditional clause, except as provided in subdivisions

134 (b) and (c)" is intended to make clear that evidence of the typesI~~~~~~~~~~~
135 described in subdivision (a) is admissible only under the 

136 strictures of those sections. Subdivision (b) notes that the [
137 exceptions only apply if the evidence is otherwise admissible

138 under other rules of evidence. For example, in determining

139 admissibility, the court must consider Rules 402 and 403, and

140 perhaps other Rules such as Rules 404 and 405. In addition, the F
141 evidence must satisfy the procedural requirements for

Li
142 admissibility contained in subdivision (a).

143 Subdivision (b), Subdivision (b) spells out the specific

144 circumstances in which some evidence may be admissible that would

145 otherwise be barred by the general rule expressed in subdivision

146 (a). As amended, Rule 412 will be virtually unchanged in criminal

147 cases, but will provide protection to any person alleged to be a

148 victim of sexual misconduct regardless of the charge actually 7
149 brought against an accused. A new exception has been added for

150 civil cases.

151 In a criminal case, subdivision (b)(l) may admit evidence

152 pursuant to three possible exceptions, provided the evidence also L

153 satisfies other requirements for admissibility specified in the

154 Federal Rules of Evidence, including Rule 403. Subdivisions

155 (b) (1) (A) and (b) (1) (B) require proof in the form of specific

6fo

U



L 3.56 instances of sexual behavior in recognition of the limited
157 probative value and dubious reliability of evidence of reputation
158 or evidence in the form of an opinion.

[7 159 Under subdivision (b) (1) (A), evidence of specific instances
160 of sexual behavior with persons other than the person whose

V 161 sexual misconduct is alleged may be admissible if it is offered
162 to prove that another person was the source of semen, injury or
163 other physical avid nce. Where the prosecution has directly or
164 indirectly asserted that the physical evidence originated with
165 the accused, the defendant must be afforded an opportunity to
166 prove that another person was responsible. see United States v.
167 aeay, 937 F.2d 515, 523 n. 10 (10th Cir. 1991). Evidence offered
168 for the specific pur pose identified in this subdivision may stillr 169 be excluded if it does not satisfy Rules 401 or 403. See, *2a.,

170 United States v. Azure, 845 F.2d 1503, 1505-06 (8th dir. 1988)
L171 (10 year old victim's injuries indicated recent use of force;

172 court excluded evidence of consensual sexual activities with
173 witness who testified at in camera hearing that he had never hurtL.
174 victim and failed to establish recent activities).

1171S Under the exception in subdivision (b) (1) (B), evidence of
176 specific instances of sexual behavior with respect to the persons

L0177 whose sexual misconduct is alleged is admissible if offered to
178 prove consent. Admissible pursuant to this exception might be

17 9 evidence of prior instances of sexual activities between the
1l80 alleged victim and the accused, as well as statements in which
181 the alleged victim expressed an intent to engage in sexual

7
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182 intercourse with the accused, or voiced sexual fantasies

183 involving lthe specifric accused. Evidence relating to the victim's

184 alleged sexual predisposition is not admissible pursuant to this n

185 exception.

186 Under subdivision (b) (1) (C), evidence of specific instances

187 of conduct may not be excluded if the result would be to deny a

188 criminal defendant the protections afforded by the Constitution. L
189 For example, statements in which the victim had expressed an

190 intent to have sex with the first person encountered on a K
191 particular occasion might not be excluded without violating the

192 due process right of a rape defendant seeking to prove consent.

193 Recognition of thisbasic principle was expressed in subdivision K
194 (b) (1) of the original rule. The United States Supreme Court has

195 recognized that in various circumstances a defendant may have a K
196 right to introduce evidence otherwise precluded by an evidence

197 rule under the Confrontation Clause. See, e-g.. Olden v.r

198 Kentucky, 488 U.S. 227 (1988) (defendant in rape cases had right

199 to inquire into alleged victim's cohabitation with another man to

200 show bias). . , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LJ
201 Subdivision (b) (2) governs the admissibility of otherwise

202 prescribed evidence in civil cases. It employs a balancing test

203 rather than the specific exceptions stated in subdivision (b) (1) K
204 in recognition of the' difficulty of foreseeing future

205 developments in the law. Greater flexibility is needed to K
206 accommodate evolving causes of action such as claims for sexual

207 harassment.

-
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L 208 The balancing Lest requires the proponent of the evidence to

-209 convince the court "at the probative value of the proffered

210 evidence *substantially outweighs the danger of harm to any

211 victim and of- unfair prejudice to any party." This test for
212 admitting evidence offered to prove sexual behavior or sexual

L 213 propensity in civil cases differs in three respects from the

214 general rule governing admissibility set forth in Rule 403.

11215 First, it reverses the usual procedure spelled out in Rule 403 by

2r16 shifting the burden'to the proponent to demonstrate admissibility

217 rather than making the opponent justify exclusion of the

218 evidence. Second, the standard expressed in subdivision (b) (2) is

219 more stringent; it raises the threshold for admission by

,22o requiring that the probative value of the evidence substantially

g221 outweigh the specified dangers. Finally, the Rule 412 test puts

"222 "harm to the victim" on the scale in addition to prejudice to the

7223 parties.

224 Reputation and character evidence may be received in a civil

225 case only if the alleged victim has put his or her reputation

g226 into controversy. The victim may do so without making a specific

227 allegation in a pleading. C. Fed.R.Civ.P. 35(a).

r228

229 Subdivision (c). Amended subdivision (c) is more concise

L230 and understandable than the subdivision it replaces. The
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

231 requirement of a motion before trial is continued in the awended

i232 rule, as is the provision that a late motion may be permitted for

233 good cause shown, In deciding whether to permit late filing , the

9

17
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234 court may take into account the conditions previously included in
235 the rule: namely whither the evidence is newly discovered and
236 could not have been obtained earlier through the existence of due
237 diligence, and whether the issue to which such evidence relates
238 has newly arisen in 'the case. TSher rule recognizes that in some
239 instances the circumstances that justify an application to
240 introduce evidence Otherwise barred by Rule 412 will not become
241 apparent until trial.

242 The amended rule requires that all papers connected with the
243 notion and any record of a hearing on the motion be kept and
244 remain under seal during the course of trial and appellate
245 proceedings unless otherwise ordered. This is to assure that the
246 privacy of the alleged victim is preserved in all cases in which
247 the court rules that proffered evidence is not admissible, and in
248 which the hearing refers to matters that are not received, or are
249 received in another form. L
250 The amended rule provides that before admitting evidence r
251 that falls within the prohibition of Rule 412(a), the court must
252 hold a hearing in camera at which the alleged victim and any 7
253 party must be afforded the right to be present and an opportunity
254 to be heard.

255 The procedures set forth in subdivision (c) do not apply to
256 discovery of a victim's past sexual conduct or predisposition in L
257 civil cases, which will be continued to be governed by Fed. R.
258 Civ. P. 26. In order not to undermine the rationale of Rule 412,
259 however. courts should enter appropriate orders pursuant to Fed.

L
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260 R. Civ. P. 26 (C) to protect the victim against unwarranted

261 inquiries and to ensure confidentiality. Courts should
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

262 presumptively issue, protective orders barring discovery unless
L 263 the party seeking discovery makes a showing that the evidence

264 sought to be discovered would be relevant under the facts and

L 265 theories of the particular case, and cannot be obtained except

r- 266 through discovery. In an action for sexual harassment, for

267 instance, while some evidence of the alleged victim's sexual

268 behavior and/or predisposition in the workplace may perhaps be
269 relevant, non-work place conduct will usually be irrelevant. Cf.

F 2 7 0 Burns v. McGrecor, _F.2d (8th Cir. 1993) (posing for a

P.271 nude magazine outside work hours is irrelevant to issue of

272 unwelcomeness of seyual advances at work). Confidentiality orders

7273 should be presumptively granted as well.

274 One substantive change made in subdivision (c) is the

_275 elimination of the following sentence: "Notwithstanding

276 subdivision (b) of rule 104, if the relevancy of the evidence

L277 which the accursed seeks to offer in the trial depends upon the

278 fulfillment of a condition of fact, the court, at the hearing in

279 chambers or at a subsequent hearing in chambers schedules for
7280 such purpose, shall accept evidence on the issue of whether such

L.
281 condition of fact is fulfilled and shall determine such issue."

a+ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
282 On its face, this language would appear to authorize a trial

283 judge to exclude evidence of past sexual conduct between an

Lh84 alleged victim and En accused or a defendant in a civil case
p85 based upon the judge's belief that such past acts did not occur.

L !
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286 Such an authorizatipn raises
287 questions of inv.as*in of ,the right to a jury trial under- the 7
288 Sixth and Seventh Akaendments. 1 S. SALTZBtrG & M. MRTIN, 

-

289 FEDERAL RUILES OF EDvDENCEl MANUAL, 396-97 (5th ed. 1990).
290 The Advisory Clnnittee concluded that the amended rule
291 provided adequate protection for all persons claiming to be the
292 victims of seXUal nisconduct, and that it was inadvisable to
293 continue to include a provision in the rule that has been
294 confusing and that raises substantial constitutional issues. V

7Fr

7
V
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